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Very different systems…

• Formal powers
– Amendment powers

– Reversionary provisions

– Control of budget execution

• Organisation
– Committees

– Time for scrutiny

– Information access and analytic capacity

• Political factors
– Partisan majorities

– Electoral incentives and party discipline



Comparing legislative budget institutions

Source: http://www.internationalbudget.org/resources/library/IndexLegBud.pdf.

100 = full institutional capacity, 0 = no institutional capacity.

http://www.internationalbudget.org/resources/library/IndexLegBud.pdf


Common challenge (1):
Strengthening analytic capacity

• Spread of legislative budget offices: US (~230), Netherlands, 
Poland, Sweden, Portugal, Japan, Mexico (50), South Korea 
(135), Canada.

• Often highly political origins, but credibility requires objective 
and independent analysis.

• Difficult design issues:

– Method of appointment of director

– Location of the unit in relation to parliamentary structures

– Defining the interaction with members and committees

• Initial performance particularly important; “laying the 
foundations with fast-setting cement”.



Common challenge (2):
A new kind of accountability

• Shift away from traditional control focus to performance.

• Increased executive and agency freedom due to aggregation 
of items / relaxation of input controls.

• Trade-off between outputs and outcomes

– Output accountability more immediate, but limited

– Outcomes most important, but accountability difficult

• How can parliaments exercise control in performance-
oriented systems?

– Role of sector expertise in scrutiny

– Link between budgeting and auditing



Common challenge (3):
Scrutiny in times of crisis

• Fiscal response to financial crisis requires urgent action and 
quick decisions.

• In many countries, the crisis has caused a suspension of fiscal 
rules and disrupted the usual budget procedures.

• How maintain ex ante scrutiny in extreme times?

– Frequent use of adjustment budgets

– Special budgetary mechanisms, e.g. stabilisation funds

• How monitor execution of “stimulus” budgets?

– Not enough to wait for an audit report

– Regular updates

– Role for sub-committees


